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What is Science in School?

• A European journal to 
promote inspiring teaching

• A platform to encourage 
communication about 
European science education

• Quarterly
• Free online (unlimited) and in 

print (limited)



Who is Science in School for?

• Science teachers
• Scientists
• Science museums
• Education ministries
• Curriculum authorities
• ... and all other stakeholders 

in European science teaching



What is in Science in School?

• Cutting-edge science
• Teaching materials
• Projects in science education

• Interviews: teachers and scientists
• Book and resource reviews
• A forum for teachers and 

scientists
• ... and more!
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Some examples

(www.scienceinschool.org)

High interest in 
school classes

Translations



QuickTime and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

Flagship of Henry VIII
(sunk in battle with the French in 1545)

QuickTime and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

The Mary Rose today
(salvaged in 1982, from 14m depth)

Example (Science In School) - Preserving the ‘Mary Rose’

Story: Interdisciplinary science at work

The danger of sulphur and iron compounds

X-rays to the rescue

Synchrotron X-rays at ESRF Interplay of chemistry and physics



Copyright

• Most articles can be freely copied and distributed
• Some articles can be adapted and redistributed

• If you translate one of our articles, please send it 
to us for publication online



Publication details

• A non-profit activity
• Based at EMBL
• Published by the EIROforum
• Supported by the EC (NUCLEUS/ESTI)



How can teachers get involved?

• Submit teaching materials
• Tell us about projects you are involved in

• Review articles
• Translate articles
• Tell others about the journal!



Contact details

Website: www.scienceinschool.org

Editor: Dr Eleanor Hayes

Email: editor@scienceinschool.org


